Those committee members not present were Jane Pfeiffer, the Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV and Catherine Cleary.

Trustees had the opportunity to see some of the overcrowded conditions first hand during the lunch break of the full day session. The CLC report, given by McKenna, focused on the proposal passed by the CLC on Monday to clarify its purpose.

The steps of the formation of the CLC were traced by the committee and Schneider indicated that the board could not address itself to the CLC’s statement of last Monday. McKenna outlined three possible solutions to overcrowding which allows parietals of the minority students, at Notre Dame is not success but survival.

The CLC report, given by Mary Ryan.

The meeting closed in a congenial and descriptive. Student Body President Andy McKenna described it as a “chance for some positive experiences.”

John C. Campbell wrapped up his lecture series on the “Great Powers and the Middle East” yesterday before a library auditorium crowd of about 60 students, ending the three day event sponsored by Institute for International Studies.

The era in question ended with the October War of 1973, Campbell postulated. The speaker characterized then detente between the United States and the Soviet Union as a “great power” intervention, and not “Great Power” diplomacy. "There was some concern on the part of ach power’s Mideast client, but nothing specific was discussed." The era in question ended with the October War of 1973, Campbell postulated. The speaker characterized then detente between the United States and the Soviet Union as a “great power” intervention, and not “Great Power” diplomacy. 

However, the language of the summit revealed the commitment to a settlement," he continued. "It indicated that both were interested in calming down the Middle East." Campbell further explained that even the slight degree of detente shown in the summit had a devastating effect on Soviet/Egyptian relations.

The idea of the war, stressed Campbell, was to "bring about a Great Power intervention, and not (continued on page 3)
Network black-out occurs

NEW YORK—The three big national television networks were knocked off the air for almost 15 minutes in much of the nation last night by a power outage at a telephone switching station in Chicago, a telephone spokesman said. Shifts said the outage occurred twice during prime time, once at 9:45 p.m. EDT for 8 minutes, and again at 10:19 p.m. for six minutes. In most areas, the network shows interrupted the first time were "Hawaii Five-O" on CBS, "Quincy" on NBC and "Soap" on ABC. The second time, the shows were "The Paper Chase" on CBS, "Weekend" on NBC and "Family" on CBS. The signal for all three networks is relayed by cables and microwave transmitters handled by AT&T.

Senate hears Birch case

WASHINGTON—The Senate Ethics Committee wants the Justice Department to decide if Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., broke the law by taking campaign money from the Capitol from a friend of Tongass Park. The committee says in a report scheduled for release Monday that he has "substantial credible evidence" that Bayh or an aide took $1000 from a businessman friend of Park in the Capitol on Oct. 8, 1974, despite Bayh's denial. The report quotes Park as saying he had "substantial credible evidence" that Bayh or an aide gave him self $1500 to $1800 to the senator, contrary to Bayh's denial of the allegations. Park, a South Korean rice dealer, became the center of the Korean influence buying scandal.

Weather

Fifty percent chance of showers and light rain through tonight. Partly cloudy and chilly tomorrow. Highs today in the mid 50's. Lows tonight in the mid and upper 30's. High tomorrow in the low 50's.
Admissions reveals plans
Team to recruit in high schools

by Mike Frailey

A "student recruiting team" has been formed to better represent the University to high school students. John Goldrick, director of Admissions, and Rick Gobbie, assistant director of Notre Dame Academic Commission, revealed yesterday the program under the cooperation of the Admissions Office and the Student Government Academic Commission.

Each year, more and more high school juniors and seniors from around the country express an interest in attending Notre Dame, according to Gobbie. However, many have no contact with the University other than through the Admissions Office catalogue or a Saturday afternoon football game, he added.

Campbell ends series

(continued from page 1), really far over Egypt.

Campbell gave his conclusions on Kissinger diplomacy: "He did succeed in major aspects of foreign policy where both Rusk and Dulles before him had failed. He established a great relationship with Egypt, which, during the whole period of the '50s and '60s, we were unable to do.

"He provided the basis for the current relationship that is being in many ways the key country in the Arab world," he continued. Campbell also commented that Kissinger had "mastered the real negotiations in the Middle East," Campbell analyzed the marks these affairs left on American and Soviet relations: "I think that you'd have to say that they were ed the real negotiations in the Arab interests. ""Kissinger was the architect of detente, which, during the whole period of the 50's and 60's, we were unable to do.

"When we look to the future, I think we have to take some account of the past," he commented. "The Middle East, we must say, will not be quiet. We (the United States) have taken on a tremendous responsibility." The lecture marked the completion of the inauguration of the new series for the Institute for International Studies.

Campbell, currently the director of studies on the Council on Foreign Relations and former region specialist in the State Department from 1942-45, held a special question-and-answer period last night on the twelfth floor of the library.

Gobbie outlined the program which will go into effect during midsemester vacation (Oct. 24-28). The Admissions Office and the Academic Commission have selected 37 students, designated as ND scholars, to act as representatives of the University in the high schools from which they graduated, Gobbie related.

These students will be trained by Admissions personnel to insure the University is properly represented, he said. The Admissions Office will then contact the appropriate high schools to arrange for the "student recruiters" to speak to interested high school students. The recruitment program was presented to the Admissions Office in September by Gobbie and Carol Buscaci, who also serves on the Academic Commission.

"Although people are interested in ND," Gobbie said, "few have the benefit of being introduced to it in an official capacity. This program will help the Admissions Office in reaching those high school students who express an interest in Notre Dame." Goldrick accepted Gobbie's program with what he termed "the greatest enthusiasm."

"We (Admissions) are really enthusiastic about the student recruiting program," Goldrick said, "it should be especially beneficial to the high school students."

"Obviously, there is quite a difference between what an Admissions officer can tell a student about ND, than what an actual ND student can. The lack of an age gap makes a big difference," the director continued.

This is not the first attempt at a student recruiting team, according to Goldrick. A similar attempt was made in 1970 by the Student Government which ended in "disaster," he said.

Goldrick blamed the failure on the lack of training provided to the student recruiters by the Admin.

John M. Campbell ended his lecture series on the Midwest yesterday afternoon in the Library Auditorium. [Photo by Mark Munch]


---

SU sponsors plant sale

The Student Union Social Commission is sponsoring Plant Sale Sunday afternoon from 1:30 to 3:30. The sale will feature hanging baskets and will be held in the Student Union Offices on the second floor of LaFortune.

Fr. Griffin holds Mass

Fr. Robert Griffin, University chaplain, will offer Mass in the Grotto on Monday at 10:30 p.m. The Notre Dame Glee Club will sing. All members of the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's community are invited to participate.
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**St. Mary’s, CORED extend welcome to lecture series**

by Ellen Buddy  
Assistant St. Mary’s Editor

The Religious Studies Department of Saint Mary's and CORED (Community of Religious Education Directors) is extending an invitation to the ND/SMC community to participate in a combination lecture-workshop series in moral development, according to Loreta Janoski, a member of the CORED board.

There will be four Monday night sessions throughout the winter. The first one is next week, at 7:30 p.m. in Carroll Hall.

The first lecturer on Monday’s workshop is Daniel Maguire, Professor of Theology at Marquette University. Maguire has a Ph.D. in Ethics and is the author of “Death by Choice,” and “The Moral Choice.” He will address the audience on the issue of morality, defining it and explaining what constitutes moral behavior.

After each lecture there will be small group discussions, allowing the participants to question the concepts covered in the lecture. A question and answer period will follow those discussions.

During that time, individuals or representatives from various groups may pose questions to the lecturer. A brief preview of the next week’s topic will be given and suggested reading will be assigned to supplement the lecture material.

Any one wishing to participate in the workshop is encouraged to register Monday night, prior to the first lecture. There is a $5 fee for the entire series. The charges for those attending individual sessions will be $2.

Loreta Janoski, Professor of Religious Studies at Saint Mary’s, urges those who are interested to attend all four sessions. According to Janoski, the lectures will be presented as a progressive series, and each session is supplemental to the preceding one.

Other dates, topics and lecturers for the workshops include: Nov. 20, Loreta Janoski, Morality and Human Decisions; Feb. 19, Fr. Jose Martinez, Jesus Morality; and March 12, Fr. James T. Burchard, Living Christian Morality.

**Steve Martin tickets go on sale**

The lottery for tickets to the Nov. 9 Steve Martin show will be held in the Student Union beginning Monday, Oct. 16. Tickets prices are $9.50 for lower arena and floor seats and $8.50 for balcony seating.

**SMC reflects on history**

38 years ago today

There were a few rules of St. Mary’s College during the 1940-41 academic year:

“Regular hours for sewing are allotted to all the pupils, so that they may keep their wardrobe in perfect order.”

“Regular time for receiving visitors is on Wednesday from 1:30 to 3:30, and all calls or visits must be received in the public parlors. Frequent or protracted visits are highly detrimental to the improvement of the pupils.”

“Parents should be the first to see the great disadvantage arising from pupils visiting home during the session.”

“In order to avoid all objectionable correspondence, letters written or received are examined by the superior of her substitute.”

59 years ago today

The Graduate School of Sacred Theology for Women, first of its kind, was established in 1943. Then, in 1946, St. Mary’s became the first woman’s college in the United States to offer theology to undergraduates as a college major.

On November 15, 1919, students from St. Mary’s college “witnessed their first Notre Dame football game.”

**Gippers**

Dance to the hot rock & roll sounds of “PACIFIC”

Monday-Friday  
Happy Hour 4pm-7pm free hors d’oeuvres

Sunday  
Beer special 4:30-10:30 $1.25 a pitcher

Beer drinking contest $50.00 prize

Monday  
Gong Show win dinner for two

Wednesday  
Macho man contest $50.00 prize  
co-sponsored: New Century Design

Friday  
Foxy lady $50.00 prize  
co-sponsored: New Century Design Posy Patch

Second Pitcher FREE

Good only on Sunday Night

**Need a Ride For Break?**

**We can Help Find Rides or Riders**

**Have Room in Your Car at Break?**

**Steve Martin Plus Guest Star**

Steve Goodman

Thursday Nov. 9, 1978 8pm

Notre Dame ACC

**Holiday Inn**

515 DIXEWAY NORTH • U. S. HIGHWAY 31  
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 46637  
PHONE 219/272-6000

**FOOTBALL SPECIAL • SUNDAY ONLY • HALF PRICE ADMISSION**

Sunday at the HOMECOMING SEMI-FORMAL

Saturday October 14th 9 to 11  
ACC Fieldhouse $6.00/couple  
Tickets on sale starting October 5th in the Dining Halls
Irish Guard belongs to band

by Mary Ann Wisell
Staff Reporter

"The Irish Guard is part of the band. Just as the clarinets are a section of the band, so we are -- but we are the guard section," stated Chris Digan, a second-year guardsman. Digan emphasized this point because he feels most people at Notre Dame do not realize the Irish Guard is an actual part of the band.

The Irish Guard was started in 1961 by Fr. Joseph Kehoe, vice-president for Student Affairs, and Lee Hope, band director. "They wanted something in the tradition of Notre Dame and added an Irish touch to the band of the Fighting Irish," explained Robert O'Brien, director of the Notre Dame Marching Band.

"At that time Fr. Kehoe and Hope began the search for Irish kilts. They had much difficulty in obtaining Irish kilts so they compromised and settled on Scottish type kilts," O'Brien said.

"It was a temporary measure because they were the only types available at that time also, the Irish Guard played the bagpipes and did not march as they do today," he stated.

In 1952, O'Brien arrived at Notre Dame as the new band director. "Being Irish myself, how could I justify that an Irish band played Scottish bagpipes and wore Scottish plaid kilts?" he asked.

"I soon discovered that the pipes weren't as compatible with the clarinets as they hoped. So, for our purposes, the pipes were obsolete. We then concentrated on an elite and impressive marching group." O'Brien explained.

Each fall, tryouts for the Irish Guard are held at the same time as band tryouts, O'Brien said. The competition is stiff for the ten positions.

Of the ten members, only eight march in each game. O'Brien said. Two guards act as reserves and serve to clear the band's path on its march to and from the stadium.

"The Irish plaid worn by the Guard is important. To symbolize the Irish was part of the reason to have the Irish Guard -- we wanted to represent the Fighting Irish," the band director stated.

"In 1966, we began work on our own official Notre Dame plaid. We designed it ourselves and the University owns a trademark and copyright on it."

"The plaid is predominately blue (blue being the color for scholars). All the colors of the plaid are significant to Notre Dame in that the blue and gold represent the school colors which are intermixed with green and white for the Irish," O'Brien said.

The added red to the plaid and the red doublets of the Guard are of papal red (signifying the Church and the Holy Cross Fathers), he added.

This year, George Spohrer, an engineering graduate student, replaced John Fyfe, who for 15 years acted as advisor to the Irish Guard. Spohrer marched as a Guard during his four undergraduate years.

As advisor, Spohrer tries "to keep everyone happy -- I act as the go-between between the guard members and the band directors." He is also in charge of the Guard's (continued on page 6).

SMC seniors sign petition in protest of ticket policy

by Ellen Buddy
Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

Over half the Saint Mary's senior class signed a petition Monday night protesting the distribution of football tickets. The petition, circulated by Senior Class President Donna Noonan, specifically protests the allocation and allotment of tickets to SMC seniors.

Last year, the senior class received 175 tickets while other classes were given 25. A package deal used this year allocates 100 tickets to all the classes.

Mary Laverty, director of Student Activities, said she plans to take definite action today concerning her plans center around the idea of redistributing the tickets among the four classes.

Strongest consideration in this matter is aimed at a cut in the number of tickets for freshmen and sophomores, she indicated.

Definite numbers for the redistribution will not be available until after today when lottery cards have been turned in and counted.

Laverty based her decision to cut the allocation of tickets to underclassmen on reasons of seniority and priority with respect to the seniors.

Mardi Gras

workers to meet

All those working on the Mardi Gras, including hall booth chairs, architects, raffle people, and committee members, are reminded that there will be a mandatory meeting next Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. The meeting will be held at the St. Mary's clubhouse. A social hour will follow the meeting. The $50 from each hall can be paid at that time.

Who Needs Pitt Tix?

NOT YOU...when you can watch the game at our place on a foot Screen

NOCCHIO'S Pizza Parlor

Drafts only 45' Pitchers just $1.50

Just 1 mile north of campus in the Georgetown Plaza your pizzas are the BEST...

277-4522 * WE DELIVER *

Shape up the student body...

Keep your shape in a shape to be studied. Turn to the fun of Sports Illustrated Court Clubs for special racquetball 'n recreation.

Play vigorous singles or doubles on one of our climate-conditioned racquetball courts. If you're in the mood for a little competition, play in one of our fall leagues.

Afterwards, refresh in a whirlpool or relax in a sauna...then meet your friends in the comfortable lounge area. We're open 'til midnight every night!

205 West Edison Road, Mishawaka Phone: 259-8855

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED COURT CLUBS

SPECIAL STUDENT SAVINGS

• $20 student membership entitles you to every fine service for a year.
• Additional savings are yours at $2/per student anytime courts are not reserved.

ONE HOUR COURT-TIME FREE WITH THIS AD

JAM & RIVER CITY RECORDS PRESENT

"The Sensational Original Cast Of...

The Prince of Rock & Roll

RICK SAUCEDO

THE JORDANAIREs & D.J. FONTANA

ORGANIZED BY ELVIS PRESLEY

SWEET KHRAMISA

Thursday. Oct. 26, 8 PM MORRIS CIVIC AUDITORIUM (South Bend)

Tickets: $7.50/6.50 All Seats Reserved

Employees of Sports Illustrated Court Clubs will receive their $2/per student discount at Sports Illustrated Court Clubs.

The Ticket Office is located at the Mishawaka, the Record Joint in Benton Harbor, The Record Joint in Niles, and both River City Record locations on 31 North and Western Ave. in South Bend.
**WAYNE’S OAK DAIRY PARTY STORE**

**Keg Party Package**

**STATELINE ROAD IN NILES**

**ONE BLOCK EAST OF US 31**

**ND vs Pitt**

**Kegger Special**

**W E WILL SUPPLY AT**

**NO CHARGE**

-niles mich.
-staten line rd.
-open 9 to midnight mon-sat
-open 12 to midnight sunday
-call 584-4950

**STATELINE ROAD IN NILES ONE BLOCK EAST OF US 31**

---

**Digan considers ND Guard belongs to marching band**

[continued from page 5]

uniforms.

"At practice, I make sure that the guards know what they're doing -- it's not always easy. At half time, I'm down on the field watching them to make sure that they know where they are going. If someone makes an error, I pull him aside late and ask him what happened," continued Spohrer.

"The guard used to be more of a super-macho, tough group. Initiation used to be a big deal. It was fun, but kind of archaic," he commented.

"We still use initiation, however, it is done to put the rookies (first-year guards) through something together -- then, they will become fast friends. We don't do it to embarrass anyone or put them on the spot," he stated.

Spohrer said the height requirement for the Irish Guard is 6'2". He explained the rule is not always strictly adhered to, because some years not as many tall people try out. "Haircuts have always been short -- above the ear with the sideburns half the size of the ears. It gives us a clean cut look -- much different from other bands such as USC," explained Spohrer.

Digan remembered his haircut before the first game last year. "It was so short that I felt that my ears were the size of elephant's ears. I were a hooded jacket for the next two weeks," he mused.

Mike Gies, a rookie, stated that his first haircut was as bad as his own mother didn't even recognize him. "The guard used to be more of a super-macho, tough group. Also, I'd never before hung around with guys my own size," noted Prendergast.

Digan stated, "Do you eat the people you run away from?"

---

**Digan considers ND Guard belongs to marching band**

[continued from page 3]

**TD vs Pitt**

**Kegger Special**

"I see they finally got Stroh's on tap."

---

**Stroh's**

For the real beer lover.
Improve
Campus Lighting

Dear Editor:
The front page article in yesterday's Observer, "ND Women assaulted," upset me greatly, especially when I read Mr. Cusick's quote "Such incidents are not common. They are isolated cases every year." This statement is completely false. It is meant to calm people down about the issue and for public image.

Assaults on anyone's life are a serious matter regardless of the degree of damage. I am sure every year there are as many unreported attempted assaults and assaults each year. Just this year I could name five instances related to me by close friends.

One of the reasons for the students' vulnerability is the poor campus lighting. With its few buses, the campus is so dark at night it is almost pitch black. A perfect example of this is the quad in front of Hayes-Healy and Miehle Science Hall, where it is almost impossible to see the paths to walk on.

During my freshman year lighting was a major issue. After a year of effort to make the campus as dark as ever before.

Perhaps we could turn the spotlighting was a major issue. After a year impossible to see the paths to walk on. This was a major issue. After a year of effort to make the campus dark as ever before.

Peter was taking a single three-hour course in the Fisher Hall kitchen or simply taking a homemaker student out to dinner, Pete's kindness knew no bounds.

Unknown to many, Pete was receiving from the Athletic Department and the Law School. Pete became a victim of a

A recent death in the family, however, with subsequent problems made a return to Miami the only alternative for him.

The staff and students at Fisher Hall will miss Pete. So will many others at Notre Dame.

We take this opportunity to thank him publicly for his friendship and generous assistance. And we wish him well for the future.

Reverend Frederick M. Brunner
Rector of Fisher Hall

Culture Shock

Dear Editor:
Having spent the past five years in the cultural wasteland of central Ohio, I anticipated a certain amount of culture shock upon my arrival at Notre Dame this year. These expectations have been fulfilled, e.g., I never knew that so many students suffer from a multi-colored dermatosis (sexually re- vealing and convenient for romancing) otherwise known as "living in running briefs," or that significant portions of the student body are "pasty-rails," drinking "til inclement," or "smoking like mules.

The strangest practice, however, is that of water skiing, side walks, and ground squirrels' homes.

To anyone who has endured a water shortage or who has lived in a country where water is scarced this practice constitutes a gross misuse of valuable resources.

Not all areas on this campus require watering; certainly not in the Pedestrian area, or on the most Easily accessible lawns. Carelessness for economy and a willingness to make do with the grass that is there is a much more practical and economical alternative.

We can use our water more wisely if we are not pampered of our sediments, hence no lawns or green grass. This can be done by using the water more efficiently, and not squandering it at our will.

This is a characteristically "ethic" as Notre Dame cannot be said to have a great sense of ownership. But with a greater sense of ownership, we can support the Notre Dame community better.

Della Morales

Fisher Hall Loses Asst. Rector

Dear Editor:
On Sunday, October 15, IS, the Observer, assistant rector of Fisher Hall, will be leaving Notre Dame to become managing attorney of the Key Legal Aid Society, a division of the Greater Miami Legal Services in Florida. Pete also served as strength coach for the varsity and intramural athletic teams and the supervising attorney at the Fisher Hall Legal Clinic.

Literally hundreds of students were the beneficiaries of Pete's good humor and enthusiastic devotion to Notre Dame. Whether counseling a student who had fallen afoul of the law or cooking one of his famous Italian dinners in the Fisher Hall kitchen or simply taking a homemaker student out to dinner, Pete's kindness knew no bounds.

Unknown to many, Pete was receiving from the Athletic Department and the Law School. Pete became a victim of a

A recent death in the family, however, with subsequent problems made a return to Miami the only alternative for him.

The staff and students at Fisher Hall will miss Pete. So will many others at Notre Dame. We take this opportunity to thank him publicly for his friendship and generous assistance. And we wish him well for the future.

Reverend Frederick M. Brunner
Rector of Fisher Hall

Casey at the Bat

serially folks

art buchwald

Tell me way you blew the game at Mudville's greatest batter.

"Strike Two," the catcher shouted as he rolled upon the floor.

Casey blushed with anger for he could not take much more.

"I have a brand-new Caddy for him well for the future.

Re: Fredrick M. Brunner
Rector of Fisher Hall
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Letters to a Lonely God

Darby O’Gill is restless. He thumps his tail nervously against the rug. He would drum his fingers in a staccato beat against a table top, if he had fingers; but he only has this little stomp of a tail. It’s his substitute for chain-smoking.

Darby O’Gill paces the length of the room. Outside, the wind stirs the leaves on the trees, and Darby listens. Those are his leaves, his trees; he has been faithful to them from his mother’s teat. Soon now, when the frost has dressed them as dormice, Darby wants to greet those leaves as they tumble, bustling to reach them with his nose before they touch the earth at his puppy, he volunteered himself as a mate to the Octoberhead of falling leaves. Now, in the eighth October of his life, he wants to begin again his contest against a skirt and a scamp from the sky, to tell the leaves that they are welcome to a world brushed by a dog’s tummy.

Monday afternoon, Darby and I visited a cemetery in Michigan. He needed a witness as a witness to his grave. I followed him, to the little grave in a cemetery, in a place near a grove where graves would not be disturbed. I dug a hole in the earth while Darby seemed to wait, wondering what I was doing. I thought of young Isaac, seeing his father, Abraham, prepare the sacrificial fire, and asking:

“Where is the young beast for the holocaust?”

“They wonder, Darby,” I thought, “where is the body for the burial!”

He flashed me the tie in his left eye that gives him the appearance of a blinking, and I kept digging, certain that my dog was absolutely fascinated with watching me, not sure whether I had a bone to be buried, or a bone I was trying to dig up. When my small chair in the ground was finished, I straightened up, lit a cigarette, and blew smoke rings for five minutes while waiting for my beastie’s puzzlement to be completed.

“I don’t know his eyes off me once. Then, into the gaping hole, I dropped my cigarette lighter, an open pack of Pall Malls, and the butt I had been smoking, and I covered them over with soil.

“Darby, Darby,” I said, “is known as a perfect monument to self-centeredness, never knowing what he wants.” He didn’t hear me. He hadn’t been paying the least attention to me. His whole body was alert to another experience, as though he were picking up the rumblings of an approaching resurrection.

“Oh, shame,” I thought. “He’s marching to the beat of a different drummer; he’s bearing the trees. I brought him up here as a witness to my little drama in self destruction. He could have reprised his disappointed glance if he caught me smoking, and he’s having a mystical experience with the bushes.”

It is not easy to deafen Darby O’Gill to the Oktoberfest of falling leaves. Maybe leaf chasing is Darby’s way of religious worship. Maybe he is a priest of the beauties’ religion, serving the great God Pan and the elemental energies. Maybe this is a pattern that man has repeated since the beginning of the world, and leaves are the sacraments that comfort his heart. He is my dog, my friend, and I don’t know him well enough to judge whether his inspiring, pantheistic plane of existence, he might not be a mystic.

Anyway, he is not a saint, nor does he need to be. He is just Darby. Every time, when every tree becomes a burning bush, so as to enjoy an experience like that of Moses.

The Weeds family, I’m sure, enjoys peace with their Maker. The only weeds not at their attention to me. His whole body was alert to another experience, as though he were picking up the rumblings of an approaching resurrection.

“Don’t you wonder, Darby,” I thought. “He’s bearing the trees. I brought him up here as a witness to my little drama in self destruction. He could have reprised his disappointed glance if he caught me smoking, and he’s having a mystical experience with the bushes.”

It is not easy to deafen Darby O’Gill to the music that sings to him from a thousand hallowed sites in autumn. Last Monday, I thought I would have to bounce a rock off his keystone to bring him back to the real world.

The real world for me was the discovery that I had intruded my cigarettes on the grave of a deceased gentleman appropriately named Edgar Weed. Darby, when the trees released him from their spell, led me to the stone: “Edgar Weed,” it said, and that was all. I prayed: “May the souls of Edgar and the whole family of Weeds rest in peace.”

The cemetery is located in back of Scottsdale Methodist Church, just off Rocky Road, in a small town near Berrien Springs, Michigan.

The Weed family, I’m sure, enjoys peace with Maker, the only weeds not at their attention to me. His whole body was alert to another experience, as though he were picking up the rumblings of an approaching resurrection.

Rome, the Eternal City, is one of the most fascinating places in the world to spend a year in school. A walk through the streets and monuments of Rome is a way of traveling through 2000 years of history. Last year’s members of the St. Mary’s Rome program—sophomores from the Josephtine and Saint Mary’s—were within close distance to the Pantheon, a perfect circle, of buildings, built by Emperor Hadrian in 125 A.D., the Colosseum, where gladiators and Christians were thrown to the lions, and the Forum where started the most important temples, government buildings, and marketplaces started.

The long Christian tradition in Rome could be experienced by students in the classes at the Pontifical Gregorian University at the Vatican. The students had a front row seat to the renovated basilica, the world’s largest and perhaps most impressive church. With the special permission of the Vatican, students were allowed to tour the basilica, to see the most impressive church. With the special permission of the Vatican, students were allowed to tour the basilica, to see the perfect temple to the Roman gods after centuries of use.

Churches in Rome are visible at almost every corner, and contain some of the world’s most impressive art work, including Michelangelo’s spectacular ceiling in the Sistine Chapel and the towering statue of St. Peter’s where archaeologists are trying to discover the original grave of St. Peter.

A walking reminder of the 2000 years of continuing Church tradition was the streets of Rome. A street named after the most important streets of Rome named after the most important saints in the church of Rome, led me to the stone. “Edgar Weed,” it said, and that was all. I prayed: “May the souls of Edgar and the whole family of Weeds rest in peace.”

The cemetery is located in back of Scottsdale Methodist Church, just off Rocky Road, in a small town near Berrien Springs, Michigan.

The Weed family, I’m sure, enjoys peace with Maker, the only weeds not at their attention to me. His whole body was alert to another experience, as though he were picking up the rumblings of an approaching resurrection.
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The Italian men’s possessive attitudes are directed against political leaders and political violence is rampant in the present day. The Italian culture is far behind any of the other countries for the women at the Hotel Tiziano. The men in Italian literature. Sister Mercita Lynch is a great advantage to the study of Italian literature. Sister Mercita Lynch is a great advantage to the study of Italian culture. The Weed family, I’m sure, enjoys peace with Maker, the only weeds not at their attention to me. His whole body was alert to another experience, as though he were picking up the rumblings of an approaching resurrection.
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The Irish Extra

Irish to tackle ninth-ranked Pitt

by Tony Pace

Editor-in-Chief

With their record now even at 2-2, the Fighting Irish football team finds itself in a tough situation against the undefeated and ninth-ranked Pittsburgh Panthers. Pittsburgh’s record over the past two and a half years is 26-2-1, that’s the best in college football.

The potent Panther offense is led by sophomore quarterback Rick Trocano. The 6-1, 215 pounder saw some action last season, after the now-departed Matt Cavanaugh was injured, and he has started in all four Pitt wins this season. He has connected on 36 of 75 pass attempts for 485 yards and three touchdowns. He has suffered only one interception.

The Pitt running attack is well balanced. Their leading ground gainer is junior fullback Fred Jacobs. He has amassed 248 yards on 58 carries for a 4.3 average. He also has scored four touchdowns. Panther coach Jackie Sherrill alternates junior Larry Sims and sophomore Rooster Jones at the other running back position. Jones has gained 165 yards on 44 rushes and Sims is right behind him with 171 on 12 attempts. Jones and Sims have two touchdowns each.

The leading Panther receiver is Gordon Carroll, a senior. Carroll’s senior year has been spectacular and he is producing 14.4 yard per carry average. He has scored four touchdowns.

Senior Mike Balzer, a three-year lettermen who is finally in a starting role.

The Panther punting chores are handled by sophomore Joe Gasparrino. He opened his collegiate career against Notre Dame last September by booming 2 punts for a 41.6 yard average, including a 51-yarder that pinned the Irish deep in their own territory. The placekicker is Mark Schurber.

The Notre Dame offense comes off its best showing of the season, Joe Montana completed 6 of 12 passes against Michigan State for 54 yards. In that same game, Kimes Haines had three catches for 90 yards and Vegas Ferguson rushed for 140 yards.

The only offensive change is at the flanker position where Jim Stone will open. Pete Holohan will see some action with his injured hand.

The Irish defensive unit will be the same as the one which opened against State. Tom Gibbons and Randy Harrison are starting ahead of Tom Flynn and Joe Restic, both of whom are injured, at left end. Sherrill will continue to alternate junior Larry Sims and sophomore Rooster Jones at the other running back position. Jones has rushed for 140 yards.

The Notre Dame defense has been effective against Pitt. The Panthers have only scored 59 points in their four games.

Jerome Heavens is only 98 yards short of George Gipp’s all-time Notre Dame rushing record. (photo by Doug Christian.)

Notre Dame maintains 17-game edge in series

by Craig Chval

Sports Writer

In each of the past two seasons, the winter of the Notre Dame-Pitt game has gone on to claim the National Championship. Unfortunately, if that trend is to continue for a third year, it appears that it will be the Panthers who will go on to be the king of the hill.

Head Coach Jackie Sherrill’s club has registered a 4-0 record to date, and although the Panthers have yet to meet anyone of note, they are listed in the ninth spot of this week’s Associated Press college football poll.

Although the Irish hold a lopsided 30-13-1 advantage in the series, which dates back to 1909, Pitt has had the better of things lately, including back-to-back wins in 1975 and 1977.

Last fall, Panther quarterback Matt Cavanaugh was attempting to join Purdue’s Mike Phipps as the only quarterback in history to defeat Notre Dame three successive times. And for a while, it looked as though Cavanaugh would make good on his bad. But after the Irish had driven to their 7-0 lead, Dorsett scampered for 61 yards on Pitt’s first play from scrimmage. And although he was caught from behind on a seeing-is-believing play by Ross Brown, it was too late and Dorsett’s 71-yard TD was the beginning of a 30-13-1 run to Notre Dame.

The Irish eventually won the game, 19-9, but Panther fans insist that had it not been for Cavanaugh’s untimely injury, things would have been different. And when Notre Dame snapped it and wobbled to bring the tune of a 20-13 loss to Mississippi the following week, Pitt backers needed no further convincing.

Last year’s Notre Dame win broke the two-year Pitt domination that can be explained in four syllables—Tony Dorsett.

The amazing phenomenon backed 754 yards against the Irish in four games, which is an NCAA record for most yards gained against a single opponent.

Dorsett’s 1975 performance, a whopping 303 yards in a 34-20 Panther upset win late in the season, gave warning of what was yet to come—both from him and his team.

The Panthers entered the 1976 season as serious contenders for the national championship. But when ABC-TV big-wigs dictated that the Pitt-Notre Dame game be moved from October to early September, the season opener, they didn’t do the Panthers any favors.

It would be bad enough having to face the Irish in South Bend in the first place, but having to do it in the opening game of the season, and in front of a national television audience was suicidal. Or so everyone thought.

And all week long, the Notre Dame defensive players spoke of revenge. They assured everyone that now that they had Dorsett where they wanted him—in Notre Dame Stadium—things would be different.

Things were different, all right, but not enough to suit most Notre Dame fans. Dorsett managed only 181 yards, a mere pittance compared to 1975, when he averaged 14.4 yards per carry.

And Notre Dame scored first, on a 25-yard pass from Nick Slager to Ken MacAhee, giving the partisans in Notre Dame Stadium what turned out to be a false hope.

But after the Irish had driven to their 7-0 lead, Dorsett scampered for 61 yards on Pitt’s first play from scrimmage. And although he was caught from behind on a seeing-is-believing play by Ross Brown, it was too late and Dorsett’s 71-yard TD was the beginning of a 30-13-1 run to Notre Dame.

In the end, the song was still the same, as the Panthers breezed to a 31-10 win, posting the first of their 12 consecutive wins en route to the national title.

On the other hand, need this game, badly if they entertain any notions of making it two out of three national championships.
The Irish Extra
To replace MacAfee Montana finds new team of receivers
by Ray O'Brien Sports Editor
When Ken MacAfee graduated last year, Dan Devine must have wondered who would be hauling in crucial passes on third and fourth downs. The man who had made the trip 10 the observer
10 the observer
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may be wrong, but . . .

The Irish Eye

The Irish Eye enters this week with renewed enthusiasm after picking per­fect­ly last week. That success was due to Notre Dame's second straight victory (although they still have not beaten the point spread). Upssets were few last week but the top powers of Oklahoma, Arkansas and Oklahoma State are all down two games. Arkansas and Oklahoma who seems head and shoul­ders above the rest of the field. This week some of the top twenty teams are getting caught looking ahead. The Pitt-Notre Dame contest is at the top of the charts but keep an eye on the thriller between Rice and Texas Christian. Here are the outcomes of this week in college football.

Florida at Alabama: Bear's boys barely beat Washington last week relying on a late touchdown to save them from oblivion. The report is that Flama ain't all they were cracked up to be. But this game is in their backyard and it is a conference game which, if you believe Schoenbecher, is more important than the Super Bowl. Florida is no slouch but they are not the ones going to knock the Crimson Tide from a bowl bid. I'll go with Alabama by another late touchdown.

Cornell at Harvard: This is the top contest in the Ivy League which makes you wonder why ND does not try and join the conference. Cornell has a porous defense (giving it the honor of not being allowed to go wild with his 50 defensive formations and quadruple-threat backs). In the end all this trickery will produce three touchdowns and a lot of confused point guards and one astounded point victim.

Duke at Navy: Stop laughing! The Middies are 4-9 and if things keep going their way they might be 5-8. Navy ND does not try and join the conference. Navy has no defense which means they will go wild with his 50 offensive formations and quadruple-threat backs. In the end all this trickery will produce three touchdowns and a lot of confused receivers and one astounded point victim.

Ohio State at Purdue: Woody's Buckeyes were lucky to get away with a tie against SMU. The vulnerable areas are in full view so closed practices will na­ligi more help. Purdue is not scoring and is only second to Michigan in this conference. Michigan is a powerful offense together. The winner of this game will be Michigan's only threat for the Big Ten title which should make Wisconsin fans happy. I smell a shutout for the Boilermakers from Woody Hayes this week. The winner has to earn their keep or they will be out of contention. Maybe the battles at Michigan the week before. As usual, their defense is stingy although there are not many superstars in the lineup. The Irish's problems change week by week, so there's no telling what will break down. The game will be close and the decision will come in the fourth quarter but strictly on the basis of talent shown on the field and on the sidelines so far this year. I MAY BE WRONG BUT I'LL PICK, PITT BY 6.

Pitt at Notre Dame: The Panthers go into the game ranked ninth with a 4-0 record. Their offense has been chatty as they scored under 25 points or less in their first three games. Last week they easily knocked off Boston College but so did Navy the week before. As usual, their defense is stingy although there are not many superstars in the lineup. The Irish's problems change week by week, so there's no telling what will break down. The game will be close and the decision will come in the fourth quarter but strictly on the basis of talent shown on the field and on the sidelines so far this year. I MAY BE WRONG BUT I'LL PICK, PITT BY 6.

SEASON PERCENT 81 57 RIGHT 13 WONG.

Irish Receivers

The Panthers go into the game ranked ninth with a 4-0 record. Their offense has been chatty as they scored under 25 points or less in their first three games. Last week they easily knocked off Boston College but so did Navy the week before. As usual, their defense is stingy although there are not many superstars in the lineup. The Irish's problems change week by week, so there's no telling what will break down. The game will be close and the decision will come in the fourth quarter but strictly on the basis of talent shown on the field and on the sidelines so far this year. I MAY BE WRONG BUT I'LL PICK, PITT BY 6.
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The observer
Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, is the skill, the science and the art of drinking Busch Beer. It begins by heading for the mountains (i.e., a quick jaunt to your favorite package emporium or wateringhole) and ends by downing the mountains (i.e., slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch).

However, between those two points lies a vast area of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique and sometimes called methodology (depending on your major). Hence, this ad. Sipping vs. chugging. Both have their merits, of course. But generally speaking, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious, sustained mountaineering.

Next, the proper position. Some swear by sitting; others by standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find both sitters and standers. (Except on New Year's Eve, when it's almost impossible to find a sitter.) Which brings us to additives. Occasionally a neophyte will sprinkle salt in his Busch; others mix in tomato juice; and a few on the radical fringe will even add egg. While these manipulations can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free country), they are frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised.

Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a glass be used. But bad planning sometimes prevents that. If you find yourself forced to drink from the can, you should minimize this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger stick out stiffly (see Fig. 4). Happy Mountaineering!
Dave Gill's
HOW TO GET HAPPY
IN WEAR & TALK
Movies

Go! South; Forum II. Jack Nicholson strides predictably in his latest role as the sliver screen. The talents of John Belushi and Frank Oz (of "The Muppet" bar band) do not hurt the film's quality.

The Paper Chase; October 15, 7,9,11 p.m.; Engineering Auditorium. For all of you interested in who will undergo the torture tomorrow of those wonderful examinations, the LSAT's, this movie cannot be missed.

Animal House; Town & Country II. I hope this one doesn't stay around as long as "Star Wars" did. If you haven't seen it already, be assured that your friends are avoiding hearing about most of the craziness that goes on in it, you may want to drop by.

Up in Smoke; River Park. Cheech and Chong's look at the marijuana industry and its social impact is a enjoyable try to blend a fun album comedy routines into the movie, so it makes for a good deal of wackiness.

A Wedding; Forum I. Robert Altman does it again with another all-star cast. This movie has received mixed reviews but if you like any or all of Altman's work, this will be worth your while and coin.

The Boys From Brazil; Scottsdale Theater. Starring Gregory Peck, Lawrence Olivier, James Mason. Why can't Peck and Olivier choose good movies to star in? The plot in the usual WW II Nazi escaped war criminal who wants to start a Fourth Reich and is hunted by irate Jews.

Grease; Boiler House Flix. Starring everyone's favorite, John Travolta. Oh yes, Olivia Newton-John is in it too. Boring, with an occasional good song.

Electric Apothecary

The Buddy Holly Story

Early in the Buddy Holly Story there is a scene which transcends biography and theatrical strategy to the heart of the unique cultural phenomenon we have come to call rock n' roll.

It is the mid-fifties and we find ourselves in a Lubbock, Texas, roller rink. On a stage no bigger than boot heels, Holly country—swings his acoustic guitar to an innocent tongue.

Along with his bassman and drummer, he lays down a pleasant afternoon melody as the boys and girls, crew cuts and bobby socks, roll atop their little skates on varnished wood. We feel as if the world is simply an attempt at making music — with perhaps — the unproduced sound of their primitive three-string guitar with the electrochemical rhythm which some ND profs have been seeing here, so you know it can't be too expensive.

Ice House; 100 Center, Mishawaka. The 100 Center is a nice place to go just for the interesting shops. The Ice House makes it even nicer.

Holly's Landing; 1717 Lincolnway East. Even though it's a chain in a five state area, the decor and service are more than adequate for a few peaceful drinks.

Lee's B.B.Q.; Stirling. Always a favorite. Excellent ribs and low prices on house. If you haven't been there, go.

Senior Bar; If you're an underclassman, forget it—they kick ND's pretty tough. But if you're a junior and an alumni or senior, this is the place to get happy with your classmates. Operator Mike Schlageter and Co. offer a really swingin' time.

Flipper's South; Emma's only disco (and that's a real shame). Three other shameless dance floors that accommodate 17 people standing still; overpriced drinks; and a ventilation system that blows warm air onto the dance floor. But if getting dressed up and dancing to good disco is for you, then this is the place to go.
American and Swiss win

Three share Nobel Prize

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - Two Americans and a Swiss won the Nobel Prize for medicine yesterday for their discovery of a method for breaking apart genetic material that may eventually unlock some of the mysteries of cancer and hereditary diseases.

The winners, chosen by the Nobel Committee of Sweden's Karolinska Institute of Medicine, are microbiologists Daniel Nathans and Hamilton O. Smith of the University of Basel, Switzerland, and Werner Arber, a New Yorker.

Arber was cited for the discovery of a method for breaking apart genetic material for their discovery of a method for breaking apart genetic material, which is "a fantastic achievement," Nathans said.

The three researchers, who act as catalysts for chemical reactions, were chosen from among 205 candidates, sources said.

"Holy cow! Are you kidding?" the 47-year-old Smith exclaimed when told of the award by a reporter in Baltimore. "I just didn't imagine it would be considered in that light. I'm flabbergasted."

Nathans, 49, who heads the microbiology department in which Smith is a professor, said he was "delighted, especially to win the award with Hamilton Smith and Werner Arber." The 49-year-old Swiss scientist returned from a vacation in the Alps Thursday and was told the news by a neighbor. "It's unbelievable," Arber told a reporter.

"If we call this field genetic surgery, the restriction enzymes are our knives," explained Reichard. He said the discoveries will provide new insight into possible prevention or cure of body malformations and eventually hereditary diseases.

Another Swedish professor, Thomas Lindahl, said development of medical cures based on this basic research still is a long way off and the possibility of curing hereditary diseases through direct surgery on genes is "a distant, far-off dream."

The discovery of restriction enzymes also made possible research into recombinant DNA, or "genetic engineering," which has stirred a wide ethical debate over the possibilities of manipulating genes and arbitrarily redesigning the human race.

The Swedish professors played down these fears and instead stressed the beneficial medical applications. Diabetes specialist Robert Luft said, for example, that restriction enzymes will be helpful in the future production of insulin.

The awards put the United States well on the way to dominating the Nobel Prize list this year. The only other award announced so far, for literature, went to Yiddish author Isaac Bashevis Singer, a New Yorker.
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The enzymes - substances that act as catalysts for chemical reactions - are composed of the protein DNA and are carried in microscopic rod-shaped chromosomes in the nucleus of cells. Their discovery of restriction enzymes is "far distant it can almost be called science fiction."
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Dancers rehearse routines

by Kathy Roseenthal

The Dancing Irish have been practicing hard throughout the semester to accomplish what Capt. Val Stefani called "a conscious effort toward improvement."

Since Sept. 1, the ten-member squad has been meeting three times each week. After October break, practices will be stepped up to five times per week and during basketball season, possibly up to seven times every week. Stefani explained, "This year we are concentrating much more on the dancing aspects of the routines."

According to co-captain Suzanne Hardy, the squad has had two lessons from a member of the Southhold Dance Company. "The dance lessons have really helped," Stefani commented.

Because all the members have had ballet or pompon experience, two-gift teams will take turns choreographing. "This should prevent any of the redundancy of previous routines," Stefani said.

The Dancing Irish have also ordered new uniforms. The cost of the green and yellow skirts, sweaters, pompons, and shoes will be partially offset by a $200 allotment from Student Union, according to squad member Cathy Donovan. To cover the rest of the costs, the Dancing Irish have sold football programs and sponsored bake sales and a carwash.

Previous Dancing Irish squads have had up to 28 members. "The smaller number of girls this year allows us to be more organized," Stefani said, adding "when we began in 1975, we had to experiment with numbers and we've found that ten to fourteen girls works out best."

Last spring, each member projected her weight for the basketball season in a written contract. Since Oct. 1 there have been weekly weigh-ins and fifty-cent fines charged for every extra pound. In November, the fine will be increased to one dollar. "The fines are helping us pay for the uniforms," Harty stated.

"Last year, student reaction to the Dancing Irish was mixed," Stefani commented, adding "Let's put it this way...even if there is only one boo, we hear it. We realize we can't please everybody, but we do resent the competition of the 'unknown comic' who takes off his shirt during our performance."

Stefani said that the Dancing Irish have been well received by those with whom they work. "John Reid (director of Student Activities) has been very supportive," she said.
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Roberts wins wrench case

CHICAGO (AP) - Peter M. Roberts invented a little wrench when he was a teenager, battled Sears, Roebuck & Co. over it for ten years and now is pocketing a cool million dollars with hopes of more to come.

"Only in this country can a little guy stand up to a giant corporation and win," Roberts said Wednesday, twirling his wrench as he sat next to his wife, Maxine, in his attorney's office. "Cynical people told me I wouldn't fight it. I told them I would fight it."

You've got to be stubborn and believe that right has power, too. And this proves that right always, well at least sometimes, wins.

Roberts, now a grocer and apartment manager in Chattanooga, Tenn., patented a wrench 15 years ago — when he was 18 — but sold the rights to Sears & Roebuck Co. for $10,000. His wrench permits a mechanic to change sockets with one hand. Sears sold 25 million of the wrenches and made a $44 million profit, according to court records. A federal jury last May that Sears obtained Roberts' patent fraudulently and awarded him $1 million. Sears lost an appeal to the Supreme Court refusal to hear the case last week, clearing the way for Roberts, 33, to take the $1 million, which he picked up Wednesday from his lawyer.

Robert's attorney, Lewis G. Davidson, said U.S. District Judge George Leighton was reviewing the settlement and may award Roberts even more money and possibly restore the patent to Roberts. Roberts said he would have sued Sears if "they had been honest with me in the first place."

"They told me 15 years ago that there wasn't much need for my wrench, that it probably wouldn't sell very well," he said. "But Mr. Davidson proved in court that they were very excited and were already changing their whole style to adapt to my wrench."

Sears spokesmen Ernest Arms said Wednesday that the firm had no comment on the case except that it had bought the rights "at a price Roberts and his attorney agreed to.""It wasn't clear at the time how important the rights were," Arms said, "because there were other patents pending in the same area."

Stop Pitt rally begins at 7 pm

The "Stop Pitt" pep rally will be held tonight at 7 p.m. at Stepan Center. Featured guests will include Digger Phelps, former Irish football player Branko Nagurski, Coach Merz Johnson, Steve Heim- stetter and Dave Wayne.

Immediately following the conclusion of the rally, there will be a fireworks display behind Stepan Center, sponsored by the Student Union Homecoming Committee.

Student Body President Andy McKenna has asked people to refrain from bringing beer cans and bottles to the Stepan Center pep rallies. During the past few weeks there has been a problem with people throwing cans and bottles during the rally. Consequently, these items will be confiscated before persons enter the building.

ND chapter calls attention to prisoners' plight

The Notre Dame chapter of Amnesty International will sponsor a "Prisoner of Conscience Week" next Monday through Thursday.

The purpose of the campaign is to call attention to the plight of prisoners of conscience throughout the world—those innocent victims who are arrested, confined, and tortured because they profess the wrong politics, or pray to the wrong God, or were born the wrong color.

During Prisoner of Conscience Week, Amnesty International will present a display of materials dealing with the confinement and torture of prisoners. The exhibit will be located in the Library concourse.

Speakers are scheduled to discuss repression and political detention in countries around the globe. The talks will be held in the LaFortune Student Center theater at 4:15 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

On Monday, Sean Golden, Assistant Professor of English, will discuss the situation in Northern Ireland, and on Wednesday a panel for all prisoners of conscience will be held in Sacred Heart Church at 5:15 p.m. The speakers for Tuesday and Thursday will be announced.

For any questions or information, Mark Hummer at 272-7642, or Mike Perret at 289-1446.
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A REAL BUMMER, FRANCES!
BY MKHEELEI

REAL

CHUCK

'YEAH

IT'S

IT AS

BEAUTIFUL

IT

SO SOUR

SO HAM, IT

REAL

MB, AT

PEACE

BAD SCENE

YEAH-

I PLAYED THE SOUNDTRACK

OF ALL OF CHUCK'S FRIENDS!

I'VE GOT 2 TESTS AND 3 PDES;

AND NOTHING, NOTHING

WILL KEEP ME FROM

STUDYING!

RUN WITH US

SHOES:
Adidas, Nike, Brooks, Pumas, Tigers, Etonic

ALSO:
Full lines of racquetball and tennis equipment

Adidas, Winning ways and Jelenk warm-ups

Dolphin, Sport International,

and Marti Liquori nylon shorts

HOURS: 10-9 daily

12-6 Sunday

100 Center Mish.

255-8522

FOUNDERS DAY
CELEBRATION
Friday, Oct. 13
Liturgy 5:15pm
Sacred Heart
Fr. James Burtchaell,CSC
Homilist
Music By The Glee Club
TOURS
Tours will be traveling on Saturday and accurate, reasonable rates. Call 287-5162.

MARKET LUNCH
Student will be served. One percent of interested due in 30 days. One Day will be for the interest of students: 11-30-78.

Monday is the last day to buy season Hockey, A.C.C. Gate 50.

Parking is available! Maps for each sectional The Dennis Barlow's Times Journal.


STUDY around this summer?

Stays of student Gunna Gay Information 5.30 P.O. Box 306.

Wanted: A Pittsburgh game. If you can help, please call Ron 8685.

Need Pitt tickets and a ride to Joliet Mark 234-2391.

Needed 2 riders for plane trip to Colorado. Call Dad 342-2354.

Found: Women's ring in bathroom of LaFortune Basement M-F 11:30-12:30. My name is inside. Please call Pat 1683.

1866 after 6:00 Reward! Please! If anyone picked up a book of 2) A Nardin High School ring.

Desperately needed! Please call 288-2354.

Observer S Saturday morning from 8:30-10:15 a.m. at the international job center, box 4490-14. All Cocktails 2 for 1.

Thank you for your 20th (over the hill?) birthday! Love ya much—

For Sale: Texas Instrument SIA Scientific calculator. Call 4-1-5154.

For Sale: One Miami student ticket. Call John 8656.

Lose your 20th (over the hill?) birthday! Love ya much—

4-1-5154.

Desparately need Pitt ticket. Call (4-1) 5704.

Need A.T. Tix for Pitt. Call (4-1) 4796.

Want to (2) Pitt tickets Mike call Antia 234-2260.

Need (4) A.G. P tickets call John 7604.

Desperately need one (4) for game. Call Brian 3407.

7 G A Miami tickets between 30A. Call John 3407.

in Keenan has an R.A.'s who studying hard today Lazy! He must be the lawyer he make and practice in Briss V.A.

Help! I desperately need ride to Texas for baseball. Call Carole 9589.


Attention! Need ride to Boston for October Break. Call Rene, 346.

Wanted: Ride to Indianapolis on Friday, October 25. Will share expenses. Call Carole 282-0886.

Help! I desperately need ride to Texas for football. Call Carole 9589.

Need ride to New York City or Long Island for baseball. Will share driving expenses. Call Carole 9589.

Wanted: Ride to Columbus for October break. Call Dad 7604.

Wanted: 2 GA tickets for Mine 10 George 234-2391.

Wanted: 2 GA tickets for Mine 10 George 234-2391.

Wanted: 2 GA tickets for Mine 10 George 234-2391.

Help! I need Ride to Texas for Break. Call Tim 7903.

Wanted: Need ride to Memphis for break Call Dad 7604.


Attention! Need ride to Boston for October Break. Call Rene, 346.

Wanted: Ride to Indianapolis on Friday, October 25. Will share expenses. Call Carole 282-0886.

Help! I desperately need ride to Texas for football. Call Carole 9589.

Need ride to New York City or Long Island for baseball. Will share driving expenses. Call Carole 9589.

Wanted: Two beautiful blondes need ride to Nashville for the October Break. Call Brian 3407.

Attention! Need ride to Columbus for October break. Call Dad 7604.

Wanted: ride to New York City/Long Island for baseball. Will share expenses. Call Carole 9589.

Grandmother coming from Ireland to see me. N.O. call for 6 A.M. Tickets for Miami. Call Brian 3407.


Wanted: Pitt tickets Call Dad 234-2260.

Wanted: Pitt tickets Call Dad 234-2260.

J. J.* Happy, Chugs

F. L. M., K. E. G.

Lovee

S. P. R., S. C. D.

Love, Whitty

L. J.

L. J. and B.

Stomachul Night SOMFO - ZB

Hey Mike, you're such a good guy; you go out of your way to help a friend. I'm going to sit back and enjoy your birthday, have fun and appreciate all the help you've given me and I wish you happy birthday.

All you need is SOMFO

Ann Gates

Happy birthday tomorrow. How old are you anymore?

B. S.

P. S. How's your night?

Happy Birthday; and forget the gifts—

ATTENTION! * Like dad, see me in the Library (on the corner) Monday. Do not come before 3:00 p.m. when I'm working. If interested call Betz at 4-1-4394.

All Observer reporters Original copies of Jan's story's will be available at the office Oct. 16.

M it Czech, Happy Birthday. This year you can run your back on this hill of fun. You can run in your back on this hill of fun.

Love, Pidgie

Love, Whitty

L. J. and B.

L. J.

L. J. and B.

Happy Birthday to the baby of 92.

Do you always walk around with stars in your eyes? Tell me when you reach the heart (LaVerne Gunther) will give you a lift in Cleveland.

For a good time call Lisa

Today is Ray the R.A. day. Call him at 256-0648 after 6.

2.0 Litre W/appearance group. Excellent condition, 25,000 mi. $3900 272-3558


Love Purdue

Love ya much—

S. A. I.

Allnight Starry night SOMFO - ZB

Hey Mo-

Whitty, and Woody alias Screw, and Whitty, and Woody alias Screw.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE NIT. AIRHEAD!

Lots of Love

J. B.

Thursday, Oct 13, 1978

Here's to the happiest 21st ever, even If it happens, you'll always be the only woman for me.

SEPFO It's been two great years! Whatever happens, you'll always be the only woman for me.

Happy 18th birthday to our INTIMFY AIRHEAD!

Love, S. P. R., S. C. D.

L. J.

Happy Birthday to the NIT. AIRHEAD!

Love, S. P. R., S. C. D.

SONGBIRD

Think of me now when the world has gone by and sometimes, a cloud goes by your head. I'll always be here.

Happy Birthday on Saturday; the optimal time to have a big blow out. Call Brien. 3072.

Abominable Bunny is facing the wall trying to beat the heat. He's got a lot of stories to tell. Help him unwind before he has the heat stroke. Rescue him before he has the heat stroke. Call Ellen 4-1-4394.

SOMFO thing In the way she moves"

On sale now through Sunday, October 15, 1978, Miss America 1979, $4.95, $4.50 reduced price. 9460 Westport Avenue, all stores and larger supermarkets. The new Miss America 1979, Red Brown, blonde, $4.95, $4.50 reduced price.

"SOMFO thing In the way she moves"

SOMFO thing In the way she moves"

GO!" SING UP!"" by the Nit. Airhead. Go your 20th (over the hill?) birthday! Be there or be square.

Love ya much—

SOMFO thing In the way she moves"

"SOMFO thing In the way she moves"
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Do you always walk around with stars in your eyes? Tell me when you reach the heart (LaVerne Gunther) will give you a lift in Cleveland.

For a good time call Lisa

Today is Ray the R.A. day. Call him at 256-0648 after 6.

2.0 Litre W/appearance group. Excellent condition, 25,000 mi. $3900 272-3558
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Here's to the happiest 21st ever, even If it happens, you'll always be the only woman for me.

SEPFO It's been two great years! Whatever happens, you'll always be the only woman for me.

Happy 18th birthday to our INTIMFY AIRHEAD!

Love, S. P. R., S. C. D.

L. J.

Happy Birthday to the NIT. AIRHEAD!

Love, S. P. R., S. C. D.

SONGBIRD

Think of me now when the world has gone by and sometimes, a cloud goes by your head. I'll always be here.

Happy Birthday on Saturday; the optimal time to have a big blow out. Call Brien. 3072.

Abominable Bunny is facing the wall trying to beat the heat. He's got a lot of stories to tell. Help him unwind before he has the heat stroke. Rescue him before he has the heat stroke. Call Ellen 4-1-4394.
Irish open “Fun Season”

by Gregory Solomon
Aesthetics Editor

It is not difficult to understand why Tim Walsh, veteran defense- man for the Notre Dame LaCrosse Club, terms the fall season as being “the fun season.”

Their season opener against Chicago LaCrosse Club is the last serious game they intend to play. Last Sunday, on Stepan Field, the Irish defeated Penn State 15-14, while looking running game to take the lead midway through the final quarter and control the game until the final buzzer. “That’s why playing in the fall aimed at recruiting and to show players in a wing of a motel, get them tickets for the game, and throw them a big party, before and after the game. We have a great time. Walsh admitted that the fall season in LaCrosse is basically a learning experience. “In the fall, we try to get new players to try out, and give them a chance to play the position,” said Walsh. “We just play these games so we can see how the next step, to try out new offensive and defensive strategies, and because they are fun to play.”

This fall, one of the players “trying out their wings,” and proving quite successful at it, was Irish goalie Mark Tallmadge, who, after three years of playing defense, moved to the “hot spot” to fill a vacancy left by the graduation of three goalkeepers last spring. “It was a lot of fun,” laughed Tallmadge, referring to his 2-10 pound frame. “I really didn’t think they’d let me fill up the goal more than anyone else. I didn’t think they’d let me carry on at all.” Both Walsh and Tallmadge are looking forward to successful fall seasons, when things will get deadly serious for the Irish. On their schedule are such powerhouse teams as Chicago, Ohio State, Michigan State, Purdue and Bowling Green.

Meanwhile, the Irish are enjoying the Fall while it is here.

The Notre Dame Lacrosse team enters their “fun” fall season of play. The Irish knocked off the Chicago LaCrosse Club last Sunday, 10-7, to get the fun started.

B-ball tryouts set

The Notre Dame basketball team will be holding student tryouts on Oct. 12 from 4-7 p.m. in the main arena of the ACC.

Soma victorious

In one of the largest turnouts ever with over 70 participants, Tom Soma won the Interhall Cross-Country meet for the second-straight year with a time of 13:03 for the 2.5 mile race.

In second place was Dan Sullivan at 13:09, followed by John Dienschneider at 13:25, Corky Taskan at 13:38, and Kevin Nickodem at 13:40.

Zahn Hall swept first place in the team scoring, with 93 points followed by Howard’s Hall with 81 points and Keenan with 60.

Brokaw waived

RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - The Cleveland Cavaliers have released waivers of rookie Stan Brokaw to reach the National Basketball Association 11-player limit Thursday.

Poetry In Motion

The outlook wasn’t brilliant for the Yankees in LA. The score stood 4-3, two out, one inning left to play. But when Dent slid safe at second and Blair got on at first.

Every screaming Dodger fan had cause to fear the worst.

For them before the multitudes.

Brokaw’s pinch hitter produced his first career hit. He reared back and let a fastball.

Poetry in Motion

The Big Apple has no joy left.

Ah, the lights still shine on Broadway, but there isn’t any drama.

The Big Apple has no joy left.

The lights still shine on Broadway, but there isn’t any drama.

Poetry in Motion

The Big Apple has no joy left.

Ah, the lights still shine on Broadway, but there isn’t any drama.

Poetry in Motion

The Big Apple has no joy left.

Ah, the lights still shine on Broadway, but there isn’t any drama.